30th Anniversary Grand Chapitre
12 – 15 September 2019
Enjoy Hungary’s Culinary and Cultural Heritage
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Confrérie de la Chaîne des Rôtisseurs
Bailliage National de Hongrie
www.chaine.hu

chaine@chaine.hu

Pre Grand Chapitre Program
11 th September 2019
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WEDNESDAY, 11th SEPTEMBER 2019
10:00 – 21:00 Discover the wines and the city of Eger

The full-day bus tour takes us to one of the most famous wine regions of Hungary, namely to Eger (approx.
a 90-minute drive to North-East Hungary). We start with a visit to the Cathedral of Eger, which was built
in neo-classical style. Eger Castle, one of the historic forts that saved Hungary from the Turkish invasion,
is also a must. We cannot skip the Marzipan Museum, a very special place, showcasing incredible pieces
of art made of marzipan. We promise you will not believe your own eyes. Viewing only, not tasting!
The tour in Eger ends in a famous winery, with a mouthwatering early dinner. The food is prepared in
traditional ovens and served in a cellar run by the Thummerer Family.
Dress code: casual
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Thursday, 12th September 2019
18:00-23:00 Welcome dinner and Budapest by night

Our program will start with a welcome dinner at the Sir Lancelot Restaurant with a “Medieval Feast” that
travels us back to the roots of the Chaine recalling the atmosphere of those antiquated times.

This unique dinner will be followed by a magnificent view of Budapest by night for our guests, a breathtaking
view of the twin-city Buda and Pest. A spectacular sight of the Castle District with its fairy-tale like
Fishermen’s Bastion, the slender spire of the Matthias Church, the huge dome of the former Royal Palace,
the 150 years old Chain Bridge and the Hungarian Parliament, all lit up with a million lights which will
most likely enchant you.
Dress code: casual with Chaine ribbon
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Friday, 13th September 2019
10:00 – 18:00 Excursion to Törley sparkling wine cellar and to the “Great Plain”
This day we could not offer better than a visit to the Törley Sparkling Wine Cellar, the most famous
sparkling wine producer in Hungary. A tasting and a visit to the Exhibition along with the Visitor’s
Centre will surely be a remarkable program for you all.

We continue our tour to the Great Plain. For more than 2,000 years, the Great Hungarian Plain (known
as the Alföld in Hungarian) has been home to a rich cultural tradition of pastoral living and animal
husbandry techniques. During this tour to the countryside you will get insight to the famous Hungarian
horse-riding traditions. The fascinating village of Lajosmizse, which is situated in the middle of vast
grazing grounds and sandy steppes await us. You will have the opportunity to taste traditional Hungarian
dishes as well as complementing local wines. After lunch we will view a spectacular horse-show where
riders, called Csikós, perform breathtaking stunts, such as the five-in-hand ride while standing on
galloping horses. After this enthralling visit to the farm, we shall travel back to Budapest in the early
evening.
Dress code: casual during the day, Chaine ribbon for lunch
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Saturday, 14th September 2019
10:00 – 15:00 “Taste of Budapest” sightseeing tour

For a great start to the day, we begin our tour in the 100-year-old Great Market Hall. Here you will find
a large variety of products from paprika to meats, from fruits and vegetables, to lace and embroidery.
Our guide will take you on a walk through the Hall, showing you the most interesting details, including
the basic raw materials of the Hungarian cuisine. This is the best place to shop goodies like: salami,
paprika, goose liver, local spirits, local wines and Hungarian souvenirs. Afterwards as a special treat you
shall taste the famous Hungarian speciality called “Hungaricum”.

The subsequent stop will be the Parliament, a Neo-Gothic building, located on the Danube river bank.
The building is 268m long, its greatest width is 123m and the dome is 96m high. The outer walls are adorned
with 88 statues depicting Hungarian monarchs, commanders and famous warriors. The Hungarian Royal
Crown and other Hungarian coronation regalia are exhibited in the Dome Hall. A light lunch including
traditional Hungarian dishes with a modern touch will be served at the Budapest Bistro.
Dress code: casual during the day, Chaine ribbon for lunch
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Saturday, 14th September 2019
17:30 – 19:00 Induction ceremony at Corinthia Hotel Budapest

The Corinthia Hotel Budapest is a historical building in Art-Deco style and is one of the grandest hotels in
the dazzling capital of Hungary. The Grand Hotel Royal dates back to 1896 when it was opened as the first
five-star hotel in Budapest offering a spacious and luxurious environment. Gastro Boulevard Budapest
“6 in 1”, encompassing the 6 outlets of the Hotel which provides the best choice for gourmets. As a perfect
completion, Le Bar serves a wide array of top-notch cocktails for those who wish to have a sip of luxury.
Dress code: black tie with Chaine ribbon

19:00 – 23:00 Gala dinner at the Corinthia Hotel’s Great Ballroom
The Grand Ballroom has been restored to its original beauty in 2002 with baroque-style decorated ceilings
and walls, thus offering the ideal venue for a truly unforgettable event. From its very beginnings this
magnificent room hosted a number of elegant balls. Béla Bartók, the world-famous Hungarian composer
frequently conducted concerts here. The first screening of a motion picture by the Lumiére brothers in
Budapest also took place in this room. It has been laid with Italian limestone and Spanish marble, framed
by the expertise of Hungarian craftsmen.
Dress code: black tie with Chaine ribbon
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Sunday, 15th September 2019

09:30 – 11:30 Relaxation at Corinthia Hotel’s Royal Spa

For utter relaxation guests can enjoy the harmonious atmosphere of the fabulous Royal Spa. The recentlyrefurbished 15-metre swimming pool is part of the 1000 m2 relaxation area which includes fitness
rooms, a jacuzzi, a sauna, a steam bath, massage rooms, and more. The Royal Spa operates a wide range of
luxurious and top quality services from relaxing and beneficial facials to luxurious body treatments. Enjoy!

12:00 – 16:00 Short stop at Heroes’ Square and farewell lunch at Gundel Restaurant
The Millennium Monument in the middle of the square was erected to commemorate the 1000-year-old
history of Hungary. Laid out in 1896 to mark the thousandth anniversary of Hungary, Heroes’ Square
is the largest and the most impressive square of the city. Located at the end of Andrássy Avenue and
next to City Park, Heroes’ Square is one of the most visited sights in Budapest, surrounded by two
magnificent buildings, Museum of Fine Arts on the left and the Hall of Art on the right. To conclude
our memorable time together, we will have an exclusive farewell lunch at the 100-year-old Gundel
Restaurant. The Gundel experience includes traditional dishes based on original recipes and served in
an exceptional ambiance. Many famous guests have visited the Gundel restaurant, including prominent
politicians, scientists, artists, writers, Olympic champions and distinguished guests such as Queen
Elizabeth II of Great Britain and Pope John Paul II.
Dress code: casual during the day and Chaine ribbon for lunch

We trust you will have enjoyed the program and visit and experienced the great pleasures of the Hungarian
Culinary and Cultural Heritage.
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(Pest side)
1073 Budapest, Erzsébet körút 43-49.
www.corinthia.com/hotels/budapest
Superior room:
Deluxe room:
Executive room:

Single EUR
210
230
250

Double EUR
240
260
280

Please make your reservation individually to
groups.reservations.budapest@corinthia.com
and refer to Chaine 12693138 group ID!
Continental Hotel 4*

(Pest side)
1074 Budapest, Dohány utca 42.
www.continentalhotelbudapest.com
Superior room:

Single EUR
135

Double EUR
150

Please make your reservation individually
to www.continentalhotelbudapest.com
and refer to Chaine30 group ID!
Transfer is provided only to/from these hotels/
venues!

des Rôtisseurs
BaillChaîne
iage National
de Hongrie

Address:
MOM Park
1123 Budapest, Alkotás utca 53.
chaine@chaine.hu | www.chaine.hu
phone: +36 30 968 4143

Bank EUR account:
Chaine des Rotisseurs Hungary
Budapest Bank
IBAN: HU 66 10103805 03171900 01001300
SWIFT / BIC Code: BUDAHUHB

16th Grand Chapitre 2017 Budapest

